NOLA DRY FIELD SYSTEM

• **ACHIEVES A TOTALLY DRY FIELD**
  This patented system effectively removes saliva without the use of cotton, absorbing pads, bite blocks, or drugs. A unique central suction system, designed with bi-lateral tubing and shielded intake holes, precisely directs saliva flow and ensures unrestricted evacuation. A tongue guard holds the tongue in place and keeps the work area dry.

• **FULLY EXPOSES DENTAL ARCHES**
  The System completely isolates the dental arches to create an unobstructed field. Full access to both arches promotes efficient use of chair time and effective results.

• **ENHANCES PATIENT COMFORT**
  The self-adjusting, open design of the tongue guard allows the patient to continue swallowing and promotes relaxation. The smooth surface of the appliance prevents soft tissue irritation.

• **EASY TO USE**
  The System is easy to assemble and can be inserted and used by a single operator. Available in large and small sizes. All parts are autoclavable but can be cold sterilized.
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Great Lakes NOLA DRY FIELD SYSTEM

• Completely eliminates saliva
• Fully exposes dental arches

**IDEAL FOR:**
- Bleaching
- Bonding Brackets
- Posterior Restoration
- Bonding Veneers
- Pit & Fissure Sealants
The Great Lakes NOLA Warm Air Dryer removes excess tooth surface moisture, eliminating the need for potentially contaminated compressed air. This dryer precisely directs air at a reduced heat and flow shown to be clinically effective. Compact and lightweight.

- 360 degree rotation lingual elbow (disposable)
- Tapered nozzle (autoclavable)
- 110 volt, 60 watt
- 220 volt transformer available
- 1 year warranty

300-501 Warm Air Dryer
300-503 Nozzle w/elbow for new Dryer
300-504 Disposable Elbows (10/pkg)
300-523 Transformer 110-220v w/adapters

**DRY FIELD SYSTEM & REPLACEMENT PARTS**

300-400 Small Dry Field System
300-401 Large Dry Field System
300-402 Connecting Arm Inserts (10/pkg)
300-403 Large Tongue Guards (2/pkg)
300-405 Large Flexible Connector
300-406 Large Cheek Retractors
300-408 Y-connectors (4/pkg)
300-409 Low Volume Adapters w/Y (4/pkg)

300-411 High Volume Adapters w/Y (4/pkg)
300-412 Silicone Tubing (10/pkg)
300-413 Small Tongue Guards (2/pkg)
300-414 Small Cheek Retractors
300-416 Purging Syringe
300-417 Small Flexible Connector
300-419 Low Volume Adapters (4/pkg)
300-420 High Volume Adapters (4/pkg)

**LIP & CHEEK RETRACTORS**

**INTRAORAL MOUTH PROP**
- Tongue depressant keeps bonding field dry
- Available in three sizes:
  - Small 300-626
  - Medium 300-627
  - Large 300-628
- Autoclavable
- (1/pkg)

**DOUBLE ENDED CHEEK RETRACTORS**
- Force can be controlled for maximum retraction
- Available in two sizes:
  - Small 300-629
  - Large 300-630
- Autoclavable
- (2/pkg)

**NOLA LIP RETRACTORS**
- Durable and lightweight
- Comfortably holds upper or lower arch in place
- Available in two sizes:
  - Small 300-614
  - Large 300-612
- Autoclave or cold sterilize
- (1/pkg)

**EXTRAORAL CHEEK RETRACTORS**
- Hands-free single-unit design
- Ideal for premolar to premolar bonding
- Available in two sizes:
  - Pedo 300-631
  - Adult 300-632
- Autoclavable
- (2/pkg)

**SMARTPHONE DENTAL LIGHT**

The SDL is designed to brightly and evenly illuminate the mouth for all dental photos

- Works with any smartphone. Best results are achieved with newer model phones that have multiple cameras.
- LED panels have 8 levels of light intensity and are easily adjusted. The lowest brightness setting is ideal for dental photography.
- The LED panels have built-in lithium-ion rechargeable batteries. At the lowest power setting, the batteries will last 12-15 hours. At full power, the battery lasts for 30-40 minutes.
- A bluetooth remote trigger mounted on the grip allows single-handed operation. The remote trigger works like a photographic pistol grip and is located where your finger naturally rests on the grip.